Yeark Tribe Public Health Officer Order #210430A

Announcing Latest Tier

Aiy-yee-kwee'

Now, therefore, I, as Public Health Officer for the Yurok Tribe, order the following:

1. The Yurok Reservation is open, and currently in the “Substantial Risk/Tier 2/Red Tier.”
2. This order is issued in accordance with the regulations created by the Yurok Tribe Public Health Order #1023B, Yurok Tribe’s Plan for Reducing Risk of Covid-19.

Terms of Orders

1. This Order is issued pursuant to the Yurok constitution and Yurok Tribe Public Health Ordinance.
2. This order shall remain in effect until repealed by the Yurok Tribe Public Health Officer or repealed by a legislative act of the Yurok Tribal Council.
3. I will continue to monitor the epidemiological data and modify the Yurok Tribe’s Plan for Reducing Risk of Covid-19 Spread (“Plan”) to keep the Yurok Tribe and Yurok Reservation healthy and safe. If I determine that it is necessary to modify the Plan, these modifications will be posted at www.yurokoes.org/yurok-tribe-covid-19-laws.
4. If any provision of this Order to the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held to be invalid, the remainder of the Order, including the application of such part or provision to other persons or circumstances, shall not be affected and shall continue in full force and effect. The provisions of this Order are severable.

[Signature]
Hollie Strahm
Public Health Officer
Yurok Tribe